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Abstract:  This paper describes an enhancement to MetroScope, the 
land-use model component of an integrated model suite used to answer 
current- and next-generation policy questions facing Oregon Metro 
(the Portland regional planning organization) and other public agen-
cies. The enhancement is designed to simulate more-detailed housing 
developer decision processes within an overall aggregate spatial equi-
librium model (SEM) framework via a pro forma paradigm. The paper 
enumerates the policy questions that motivated the enhancement, dis-
cusses the integrated model framework, briefly reviews levels of detail 
available in existing models as context, and frames potential future 
research directions for additional decision process detail that would be 
helpful in the consumer modules of the model and potentially other 
SEMs currently in use.

1 Introduction

Metro—the Portland Oregon area’s regional government—performs land use planning under Oregon 
law including defining the region’s Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) in response to an analytically-
demonstrated “need” for land capacity (State of Oregon, revised statutes 197.296). The authors of this 
paper provide Oregon Metro decision-makers and stakeholders with forecasts from integrated models 
to support that and other decisions. Our thesis—in answer to the “more detail or less detail in integrated 
models?” question posed by this special edition’s editors—is that we need more details in our integrated 
models to better serve our clients. This article describes available levels of detail in Metro’s and others’ 
current applied models and frames emerging policy questions facing public sector decision-makers. 
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The paper proceeds to describe means of incorporating additional detail in housing supplier decision 
simulation in an aggregate model framework to help answer those questions, specifically by simulating 
housing developers’ pro forma decision processes. We conclude by briefly remarking how this approach 
may help the general forecasting community and with suggestions for possible future research directions 
on consumer decision-making.

Practitioners need many specialized models to treat the different spheres of human activity affected 
by public decisions in the real world. For example, macro-economic conditions influence the number 
of travelers moving about a region on any given day while the ease of moving people and goods effects 
regions’ economic viability. The field has many examples of models simulating these diverse activities 
that are methodologically integrated regardless of their formal “coupling” in software code (Anas & 
Liu, 2007; Pendyala et al., 2014; Wegener, 2012; Zhang & Kockelman, 2016). Figure 1 shows such 
a “model chain” with feedback loops implemented in current practice in purple lines (see for example 
Pendyala et. al., 2014; Puget Sound Regional Council, 2015) and potential, to-be-developed feedback 
loops (red lines). The “local impacts” element of the workflow represents any number of operations that 
estimate direct effects on people including air and water quality, noise, health impacts, transport system 
user benefits, and so on.

Figure 1:  Model integration conceptual architecture

The opportunities to estimate detail in integrated models occur across multiple dimensions: tem-
poral; geographic; the granularity of agent representation (e.g., individuals, firms, households); the com-
plexity of the treatment of various agents’ business, household, or personal decision processes; and the 
number of endogenous variables affecting agents’ decisions (income, household size, etc.).

2 Integrated model details available today

Academic and applied research to date has produced high levels of detail in many of the individual mod-
els in the chain. Table 1 summarizes these achievements and shows that in current practice models have 
reached the greatest useful atomic detail in several areas: consumer agent representation, geographic unit 
of analysis, and temporal scale (Felsenstein, Axhausen, & Waddell, 2010; Pendyala et al., 2014; Waddell, 
2013). Key areas remaining open to additional detail are the behavioral nuances of suppliers’ decision-
making, additional behavioral nuances of households regarding their long-term location choices, and 
the simulation of market interactions in the context of agents’ individual choices. Discussions between 
model creators in the literature (Anas, 2013; Zhang & Kockelman, 2016) point out that in the very 
broadest sense agent-based models (we use the acronym ABM for transport models and ALUM for land 
use in this article) focus on achieving greater agent detail while spatial equilibrium models (SEMs) have 
focused on price-driven market interaction details in search of a market-clearing equilibrium solution. 
These two broad model practices may start to converge as ALUMs incorporate market-clearing features 
(Wang, 2013).
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 Table 1:  Current models’ detail levels

3 Topical policy questions for urban planners and decision-makers

Our thesis that we need more model detail in supplier decision-making simulation is driven by both 
the evolution of regional land markets and by the policy questions public decision-makers are now ask-
ing. Metro and other regions have urbanized rapidly over the past decade leading to development that 
utilizes already-built land by adding housing units while preserving existing ones (infill) or replacing 
existing structures with new construction (re-development). For example, in the period 2007 to 2012 
about 58% of housing production within Metro’s UGB occurred through infill, and more importantly, 
re-development (Oregon Metro, 2014). Other cities like Seattle are debating whether re-development 
is producing enough new units (Phelps-Goodman, 2016). These examples highlight the fact that many 
regions’ housing markets now depend as much or more on re-developing already-built lands than on 
utilizing greenfields. Re-development is more expensive and difficult to implement than greenfield de-
velopment for several reasons, the most obvious of which is that developers must add atop construction 
and property acquisition costs the expense of demolishing some existing structure. Given these factors 
Metro’s decision-makers ask questions such as: what factors promote (or hinder) re-development? What 
specifically could the public sector do to promote re-development? We believe that Metro’s and others’ 
models would be more effective at answering such questions in densifying urban areas through use of 
additional endogenous variables that provide more-detailed treatments of supplier decision-making. 
The main part of this paper describes a model technique we developed for doing so.

In addition to re-development topics the Portland area and other regions have made significant 
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investments in active transportation (bicycle and pedestrian) infrastructure, transit, and land develop-
ment supportive of those modes. Our transport models are sensitive to these mode choices but other 
researchers have made the case (Mokhtarian & van Herick, 2016) that public goods in the built environ-
ment also influence households’ choice of where to live. Our policy-makers would like to quantify the 
potential impacts of such investments in both transport and land use policy arenas. In other words, what 
is the return on public investment in neighborhood-scale amenities? In the “future research” section of 
this paper we conceptualize a potential enhancement to our models in this realm.

4 Existing metro models

Metro forecasts future land use using three econometric models (the Regional Economic Model, Re-
gional Travel Demand Model, and MetroScope) plus a sub-allocation process called Mapback. As Figure 
2 shows, Metro integrates these tools by transferring data outputs from one to the other. Exogenously-
produced data such as future transportation system supply characteristics, national economic perfor-
mance, and existing land use feed this model chain. As the figure shows the lynchpin of the process from 
a land use perspective is the MetroScope land use allocation model. Staff input agents to MetroScope 
in the form of a distribution of synthetic households by household size group (H), income group (I), 
age of head-of-household (A), and presence of kids (K). We label the resulting 432-category market 
segments the “HIAK” distribution. MetroScope’s residential submodel uses Census tracts (which we 
label “residential zones” or Rzones) as the spatial unit of analysis. The model also treats non-residential 
(employment) location choice but this paper focuses only on the residential submodel for brevity.

Figure 2:  Metro land-use forecast toolkit

MetroScope was inspired by the work of Anas and Arnott (Anas, 1982; Anas & Arnott 1991, 
1997; Conder & Lawton 2002). At its core MetroScope applies bid/rent theory as shown in Equations 1 
and 2: hedonic “Bid” functions with zonal- and HIAK-specific inputs compute the amount households 
are willing to pay for a new housing unit while cost-based “Ask” functions with zone-specific inputs 
compute the amount developers will charge for new residential supply. As in real markets the model iter-
ates through different household location choices until such time as Bids and Asks become equivalent 
and so reaches a market-clearing equilibrium solution. 

MetroScope outputs new housing units by zone by type (single-family or multi-family) and ten-
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ure (own or rent). Staff apply Mapback to sub-allocate R-zone-level HIAK forecasts to Traffic Analysis 
Zones (TAZs) using base-year observed allocations as the seed. The TAZ-level product serves as an input 
to the Regional Travel Demand Model which feeds travel-time matrices back to MetroScope, complet-
ing the transport/land-use feedback loop (shown in red).

          (1)

          (2)

4.1 The need for more decision-process and agent detail in MetroScope and other models

Metro works closely with county and city staff to assemble the Buildable Lands Inventory (BLI), another 
key MetroScope input illustrated in Figure 2. The BLI encodes the amount of greenfield and re-devel-
opable land available for future construction. At this time, the BLI process applies one-time static treat-
ments to estimate certain market interactions, specifically at what intensity (number of housing units) 
available already-built residential land would be re-developed should the market choose to do so. This 
means that in its current form MetroScope lacks endogenous treatment of supplier decision-making 
regarding whether and how many housing units to build and differentiation of new housing supply by 
project type. In response to these circumstances we have completed phase one of a submodel designed to 
internalize in MetroScope a more-detailed representation of developer decision-making and the differ-
ent types and scales of the resulting simulated developments, and are conceptualizing enhancements to 
the consumer household location hedonic equations shown above that would more-explicitly sensitize 
the model to the presence of public goods.

4.2 A submodel for more-detailed simulation of housing supplier decision-making 

4.2.1. Pro forma-based developer submodel

To more accurately forecast redevelopment supply we intend—similarly to other regional planning 
agencies’ thinking (Waddell, 2013; Simonson, 2017)—to estimate supplier choices of how many hous-
ing units to build via a pro forma paradigm inside the MetroScope model rather than statically during 
input preparation. The pro forma approach is a practical heuristic technique used by firms to inform 
property development choices and to estimate the “highest and best use” for a particular property. The 
approach can be illustrated by an actual example not far from Metro’s offices. In that case, a developer 
redeveloped a lot with existing structures in which the new building included fewer floors and units 
than permitted by zoning. The developer anecdotally reported that the chosen size made the best sense 
given current market conditions. To analytically implement such thinking Metro’s approach posits 44 
different development “prototypes” twelve of which are residential multi-family rental, eight of which 
are residential owned, and the rest of which are non-residential commercial/industrial. Table 2 shows the 
twenty residential prototypes normalized to a 40,000-square foot lot size (in implementation the lot size 
will be determined by the characteristics of the input taxlots). 
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Table 2:  Metro “pro forma” residential supply prototypes

Not shown for brevity are the costs of construction, maintenance, etc. Using such costs and other 
details a new submodel labeled the “Developer Supply Processor” (DSP) will allow MetroScope, for a 
given market price, to estimate the highest and best use for each developable and re-developable taxlot. 
The DSP will then output the number of residential units that a developer would likely produce. As of 
this writing our team has produced a standalone DSP implementation which Metro staff have tested in 
a static application to a test BLI dataset.

The team estimated DSP parameters using various data sets covering parts of the span of years 
1990 to 2016 amalgamated from several sources: Metro’s Regional Land Information System (RLIS) 
taxlots (parcels) layer, purchased third-party data on market rents throughout the region, and purchased 
Regional Multiple Listing Service (RMLS) data. Metro produces the RLIS taxlots layer by aggregating, 
cleaning, and standardizing county assessor data. The key conceptual goals of estimation dataset produc-
tion were to incorporate achievable consumer sale prices and rents, market-rate property values, and a 
clear delineation of land use change (especially redevelopment) for all taxlots.

The tests processed tax lots for one analysis year for the entire region (roughly half a million lots) in 
about an hour. Since we usually apply the model in five-year increments across a twenty-to thirty-year 
horizon this will add about five hours to the current four-hour runtime. This evolution of MetroScope 
was endorsed recently by an expert peer review panel convened to help validate the DSP methods. The 
panel strongly recommended modernizing the housing production methodology in the land use model 
so that achievable market prices directly inform capacity estimation.
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Table 2:  Metro “pro forma” residential supply prototypes

Not shown for brevity are the costs of construction, maintenance, etc. Using such costs and other 
details a new submodel labeled the “Developer Supply Processor” (DSP) will allow MetroScope, for a 
given market price, to estimate the highest and best use for each developable and re-developable taxlot. 
The DSP will then output the number of residential units that a developer would likely produce. As of 
this writing our team has produced a standalone DSP implementation which Metro staff have tested in 
a static application to a test BLI dataset.

The team estimated DSP parameters using various data sets covering parts of the span of years 
1990 to 2016 amalgamated from several sources: Metro’s Regional Land Information System (RLIS) 
taxlots (parcels) layer, purchased third-party data on market rents throughout the region, and purchased 
Regional Multiple Listing Service (RMLS) data. Metro produces the RLIS taxlots layer by aggregating, 
cleaning, and standardizing county assessor data. The key conceptual goals of estimation dataset produc-
tion were to incorporate achievable consumer sale prices and rents, market-rate property values, and a 
clear delineation of land use change (especially redevelopment) for all taxlots.

The tests processed tax lots for one analysis year for the entire region (roughly half a million lots) in 
about an hour. Since we usually apply the model in five-year increments across a twenty-to thirty-year 
horizon this will add about five hours to the current four-hour runtime. This evolution of MetroScope 
was endorsed recently by an expert peer review panel convened to help validate the DSP methods. The 
panel strongly recommended modernizing the housing production methodology in the land use model 
so that achievable market prices directly inform capacity estimation.

Figure 3:  Current MetroScope residential submodel flow

As shown in the left side of Figure 3: Current MetroScope residential submodel flow the model cur-
rently steps through a sequence of hierarchical discrete choice utility functions which estimate consumer 
residential location choice tenure (own or rent), type (single-family or multi-family), and location choice 
(Rzone). MetroScope estimates housing supply (the right side of Figure 3) based on a heuristic approach 
deriving developable capacity based on a set of defined rules. The “Housing Production” step estimates 
development capacity (denoted in Equation 3 as “AcresAvailable”) for each forecast year as a function of 
regulations such as zoning and environmental restrictions, or via asserted inputs for redevelopment and 
infill. In particular, redevelopment and infill supply is not currently responsive to iterative price signals or 
other endogenous terms available in the model. The term “FractionInMarket” is the current mechanism 
representing the developers’ ability to produce housing. This term now enters the model as an asserted 
scalar input in the first analysis year although in subsequent years it is adjusted somewhat using the 
model’s endogenous price signals. Since the “AvailableAcres” term is also an exogenous input from the 
BLI the current model’s price estimation depends heavily upon exogenous factors. Staff and peer review 
panelists concur that internalizing developer behavior is theoretically attractive.

          (3)
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where: AcresAvailable in an exogenous input from the Buildable Lands Inventory (BLI)

where:  FractionInMarket is a scalar fraction of the zonal land supply develop-able in each analysis  
year

where:  LocPrice is an endogenous price term specific to each zone, representing to consumers their 
housing cost and to developers the sale price they would receive for producing a new dwelling unit

where:  AcresInMarket is the Housing Production steps’ output (the model keeps track of available 
land in acres)

The DSP submodel will replace the current “Housing Production” step illustrated in Figure 3. The 
DSP will take the endogenously estimated housing price as a key input for determining the “highest and 
best use” (H&BU) of a taxlot and the supplier decision to (re-)develop or not. This re-formulation of 
MetroScope’s supply-side will internalize developer decision-making directly in the model’s iteration of 
supply/demand interactions. On the supply-side the model will thus more internally adjust to different 
levels of demand.

The DSP conceptual framework appears in Figure 4. The DSP takes tax lot characteristics (e.g., 
land area, zoned capacity) and the housing unit price from a previous model iteration as inputs, screens 
out prototypes ineligible for the zoning type, and predicts the prototypes (see Table 2) most profitable to 
construct as a probability (the “predicted yield”) of the number of units that developers would produce 
at the given price point.

Figure 4:  Conceptual model flow for the DSP for one MetroScope iteration

Figure 5 illustrates the DSP “development prediction” step, which applies three sub-iterations for 
calculating a primary, secondary, and tertiary H&BU. The three H&BU steps are intended to avoid the 
case of unrealistically building the same prototype repeatedly. The DSP produces zero to three H&BU 
per taxlot with the sum of the predicted yields for all H&BUs being the total predicted yield for that lot.
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Figure 5:  DSP development prediction workflow

Instead of static “acres available,” the DSP will endogenously set supply. “AcresInMarket” in the Metro-
Scope model will, after DSP incorporation, be computed with the new term “PredictedYield” in place 
of “AcresAvailable”: in other words, equation 3 will become equation 4. Note that we omit the details of 
dwelling-unit-to-acres conversion in this paper; the BLI accounting is all done in units of acres).

          (4)

Figure 6:  Highest and best use example
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Figure 6 illustrates how the DSP simulates calculation of a predicted yield representing capacity 
that is market-ready using the pro forma logic. It shows the production curves for a hypothetical taxlot 
zoned to permit high-capacity multi-family housing. Note that if achievable rents are in the range of 
about $2.00/sq. ft. to over $4.00/sq. ft. the market-feasible development would be a 3-story wood frame 
apartment building with a surface parking lot. If achievable rents rise to $4.50/sq. ft., however, the pro 
forma “pencils out” the highest and best use to be a high-rise apartment building with limited on-site 
parking. Re-development costs enter through the price inputs.

In addition to the predicted yield the DSP can preserve the chosen prototypes as an output, allow-
ing us to display the most likely development types forecast in various geographies around the region. 
This additional detail will, we intend, not only improve model validity but provide more compelling 
means of communicating forecast findings to stakeholders and decision-makers.

5 Potential future research—more-detailed residential consumer decision- 
 making

The policy questions that Metro planners and councilors are currently asking call for additional model 
details across several dimensions of our representation of demand for housing: household attributes, 
neighborhood attributes, and heterogeneity in household preferences for neighborhood attributes. Me-
troScope, like many land use and transportation models, relies on basic household characteristics to 
drive behavior, primarily the aforementioned HIAK segmentation variables. These dimensions have 
been chosen for their forecastability as much as for their predictive power. In the current model, resi-
dential neighborhoods differ by housing prices, accessibility (travel times to jobs), and a “neighborhood 
score” that tries to capture all other elements that make a house in one location more or less desirable 
than the identical house in a different location.

In reality, households with identical HIAK characteristics often make very different housing choic-
es based on their lifestyle preferences. For example, one family might choose a small house in a dense 
neighborhood close to jobs while another chooses a large suburban house with a long commute. Our 
model needs to be more responsive to these variations in preferences.

The existing neighborhood score is designed to account for all the location attributes that are not 
explicitly included in the location choice model. Staff estimated the score as the residual from a hedonic 
equation that nets out the effects on housing prices of the variables that are included directly in the mod-
el equations, namely accessibility, house size and lot size. The score represents the value of a particular 
location after accounting for these basic attributes and implicitly includes housing quality, walkability, 
bike friendliness, school quality, and other observable and unobservable neighborhood characteristics 
that home buyers typically care about. MetroScope interacts neighborhood score with household in-
come as shown in Equation 1.

Neighborhood score is an attractive way to reduce choices to a tractable set of options but it has 
shortcomings. First, hedonic analysis in general ignores the spatial sorting that takes place due to het-
erogeneous household preferences. Housing prices in a particular neighborhood reflect the value of that 
location to the people who have chosen to live there and cannot necessarily be generalized to all house-
holds in the region. Second, it is unclear how the neighborhood score should be adjusted in response 
to policy choices and investments made by Metro and our regional partners. We propose to unpack the 
neighborhood score into multiple neighborhood variables and to incorporate additional variation in 
household tastes for such variables as a step toward addressing these issues.

One way to characterize variation in preferences for housing is along a spectrum of relative demand 
for public goods and private consumption. Some households place a high value on sidewalks, bike lanes, 
parks and other shared assets while other households are more interested in purchasing a larger house 
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with a larger, private yard but fewer neighborhood amenities. The variables of interest to Metro could 
be pulled out of the neighborhood score by creating a neighborhood index of public goods that can be 
explicitly included in the hedonic analysis. If we include variables for shared assets such as parks, biking 
and walking facilities, then the elements remaining in the residual (housing quality, school quality, etc.) 
might be more strongly correlated with the income dimension of the HIAK. To implement preference 
heterogeneity on the household side, we could introduce a public goods taste parameter as another 
dimension to the HIAK forecast. This sort of approach has been implemented in residential sorting 
models in the economics literature, where households choose among a number of jurisdictions with 
varying levels of public good provision and corresponding levels of taxation (Calabrese, Epple, Romer, 
& Sieg, 2005; Sieg, Banzhaf, Smith, & Walsh, 2004). In this framework, households are typically dif-
ferentiated by their income and a taste parameter that reflects their valuation of a public good index. 
All households agree that more public good is better, but the taste parameter allows some households 
to place a low value on the public good relative to housing attributes while others place a high value on 
the public good.

This vertical differentiation of public goods across neighborhoods is obviously a simplification of 
household preferences. However, it may be a tractable first step toward introducing more preference 
variation to Metro’s land use modeling. Household preferences for the public goods of interest to Metro 
policymakers, including parks and improved facilities for walking and biking, are likely to be strongly 
correlated. Wrapping them into a single index would be a reasonable approach in that case and would 
increase the integration between the land use and transport models. Road improvements, another pub-
lic good of interest to Metro, should already be captured by travel accessibility variables in the travel 
demand model.

This discussion has abstracted from some practical issues with this approach. Estimating and fore-
casting the additional details of a household taste parameter that is not strongly tied to any of the existing 
HIAK dimensions will be challenging. Both tastes and neighborhood characteristics will likely change 
over time yet forecasting each is challenging. We may thus want to take a scenario planning approach to 
this issue and consider the market implications of various future distributions for the taste parameters. 
The existing spatial scale and boundary locations of the model zones present another challenge. Census 
tracts do not usually define neighborhoods in a meaningful way to households and may not be a good 
geography for the measurement and aggregation of existing neighborhood amenities or planned future 
investments. However, Metro has administered one instance of a consumer housing preferences survey 
and intends to repeat it. Doing so may offer an opportunity to better define the taste parameter.

On the supplier side the team has theorized about whether it would be appropriate to differenti-
ate amongst different types of developers. It is conceivable, for example, that a consortium of non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) and public agencies working on affordable housing issues might 
have a different calculus for return on investment. Anecdotal evidence from real estate firms and Metro’s 
own transit-oriented development staff suggests that property owner decision-making also plays a role, 
perhaps less on how a property placed in the market would redevelop but rather when a property might 
come on the market. At the present time, the DSP assumes that developers are homogeneous and that 
market-ready properties will readily be put into production if demand exists. However, Metro staff and 
the consultant members of the DSP team have formed contacts with developers and realtors and may 
attempt to explore these dimensions in a focus group setting.

6 Conclusions

Our Developer Supply Processor phase one tests and our conceptual look-ahead to enhanced consumer 
choice elements of MetroScope suggest that aggregate, spatial-equilibrium land use allocation models 
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can meaningfully simulate more-detailed decision processes in tractable and useful ways. Our work 
gives aggregate model users means of applying pro forma techniques similar to those already in use in 
agent-based approaches. This ability may be of practical significance to other practitioners who, like our-
selves, face the strategic choice of whether to answer more sophisticated policy questions via upgrading 
a legacy aggregate model or whether to switch to one of the agent-based micro-simulation frameworks. 
The strategic question is not trivial both from the perspective of cost to agencies and from a theoretical 
viewpoint.

It is illuminating to return to the policy questions framed in our introduction: what policies pro-
mote or hinder redevelopment? Metro’s DSP tests suggest that, as one might expect, the DSP seems 
sensitive to policies that would affect publically-imposed development fees. Such fees can be notice-
able—more than $2,500 per unit for transportation-related fees alone within the Portland city limits 
(City of Portland, 2018). Further tests will be made to assess the model’s sensitivity to more-nuanced 
policy factors.

From a cost perspective, the ability to incrementally upgrade aggregate model frameworks is at-
tractive since it can be done without massive infusions of funds. While agencies have demonstrated in 
the travel forecasting field (Clarke, Davidson, & Thomas, 2008) that a model evolutionary path can 
proceed from aggregate to hybrid aggregate/agent-based to fully agent-based paradigms, agencies may 
face constraints that make it attractive to be able to minimally enhance an aggregate model for added 
years of viability.

From a theoretical viewpoint, the literature contains a lively discussion about the efficacy of spatial 
equilibrium models that seek a market-clearing solution via aggregate market segments versus agent-
based techniques that reach computational closure through other means. We offer no opinions on that 
debate in this paper but do think that the incremental MetroScope enhancements described herein can 
be valuable to practitioners who, like ourselves, are attempting to “modernize” an existing aggregate 
model to be relevant for future analytic needs.
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